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QUESTION 1

During load testing, a third party service is constantly failing to respond in a timely manner on the Product Listing Page.
The page is not affected at it is collecting data with the server side call, however the loading time b increasing. Which
two recommendations should the developer take inorder to minimize the risk and Improve the loading time? Choose 2
answers 

A. Ask the third party to improve the reliability of the service. 

B. Decrease the service timeout. 

C. Enable the Circuit Breaker. 

D. Remove the service. 

E. Load the data asynchronously after the page is loaded 

Correct Answer: CE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

While validating a LINK Cartridge for inclusion into the solution, an Architect notices that the UNK cartridge
documentation requires the Architect to add a script node to a Pipeline in the storefrontcartridge. The script is also a
valid CommonJS module. 

Which approach can the Architect use to Integrate this cartridge into a site that uses Controllers only? 

A. Copy and paste the script that is required directly into the Controller, add the appropriatearguments, then execute the
correct method 

B. Add the script that Is required via a require statement In the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and execute
the correct method. 

C. Add the script that is required via a Module, exports statement m theController add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

D. Add the script that is required via an import$cript statement in the Controller, add the appropriate arguments, and
execute the correct method. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer wants to import the data or different instances. 

Which two types ofdata should the developer consider importing? Choose 2 answers 

A. Services 
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B. Catalog 

C. Customers 

D. Metadata 

E. Sites configurations 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

The Client wants to have a flash sate on a few products every day. These products are sold through B2C Commerce as
well as an in store Point of Sale system that it tied to the same inventory. 

An Architect analyzes the following proposed solution: 

Inventory feed w*l continue torun daily but add a web-service call to compare and update B2C Commerce inventory in
real time during checkout after a flash product\\'s inventory reaches a threshold. 

Which two risks should the Architect communicate to the Client about this solution? Choose 2 answers 

A. The default rate limiter configuration for the web-service could cause the web-service to return an exception during
high traffic. 

B. If the externals hosted web-service is unreliable. It could be a point of failure in the site s order placement flow. 

C. If the product Inventory threshold that triggers the web service calls is reached too often. It will have a negative
Impact on site performance. 

D. Because the job would still be configured to run daily there will be a degrade in performanceduring non-flash sales
periods 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

The Client is Crowing and decided to migrate its ecommerce website to B2C Commerce. The Client provided the
Architect with the f metrics for its existing website over the past 12 months and forecasted into the next year: 
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Noting these historical metrics and the forecasted growth of 300%, which load test targets meet best practices for
testing the new B2C Commerce site? 

A. 15000 visits per hour, 300000 page views per hour, and 3750 orders per hour 

B. 150000 visits per hour, 3000000 page views per hour, and 37500 orders per hour 

C. 1500 visits per hour, 30000 page views per hour, and 375 orders per hour 

D. 3000 visits per hour, 60000 page views per hour, and 750 orders per hour 

Correct Answer: C 
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